IMPA ACT Supplier Engagement Map
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A prerequisite of engaging in this process is that the IMPA ACT member has committed to live up to the requirements of the IMPA ACT Supplier Code of Conduct
(SCoC) and has implemented, or is in process of implementing, the necessary systems and procedures within its own company to be in compliance with the
SCoC. Quarterly, the IMPA ACT member is expected to send an updated Supplier Progress Steps Tracking Excel to IMPA ACT via info@impa-act.org.
Member Resources available at impa-act.org/member/dashboard/resources/

Inform Supplier
Buyer integrates the SCoC into new
and renewed contracts, terms of trade
or tenders, thus informing suppliers
about the code.
Resources: Sample Contract Clause
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Engage with
selected suppliers
Annually, a number of suppliers are
selected to engage in CSR/IMPA ACT
dialogue.
2a) Buyer informs the supplier about
the SCoC and the SASS via Phone
2b) Buyer sends the SCoC for the
supplier to sign and the SASS to
complete
Member resources: Sample Cover
Letter, SSAS and SSAS Guide, SCoC,
Guidance on Selecting Suppliers
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Supplier returns SCoC
and SSAS
In most cases, the supplier returns a
signed SCoC, this commitment to
implementation of the necessary
policies and procedures. If unable to
sign, a written acknowledgment of the
SCoC and commitment to work
towards its principles is required.
Supplier returns completed SASS.
Update Supplier Progress Steps
Tracking excel.
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Buyer assesses SSAS and rate
supplier as high or low risk
Based on SASS answers, buyer
decides which suppliers they need to
engage in further dialogue.*

4a

4b

Resources: Sample closing letter
(not partnered)

6a) supplier prepares for audit

Member resources:
Sample Partnership Letter

5a

Supplier is audited

When suppliers have reached all
milestones, they are audited by the
buyer or a third party.

Supplier is informed that buyer wishes
to engage in more in‐depth
partnership. Update Supplier Progress
Steps Tracking excel.

Low risk No further engagement

• Buyer informs supplier that it will not
engage any further
• Supplier receives feedback on SSAS,
including recommendations on
further actions to be in full
compliance with the SCoC
• Supplier is recommended to register
in the SMS database
• Supplier is recommended to contact
IMPA when they believe to be in full
compliance with the SCoC and
request an audit after which they
become an IMPA ACT Preferred
Supplier
Update Supplier Progress Steps
Tracking excel.
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High risk Engage in partnership

6b) Supplier is audited
Member Resources: IMPA ACT
Pre-Audit Survey, Supplier Approval
Procedure (SAP), Draft Supplier SAP
notification (Approved/not approved),
SAP tool

Set milestones

Based on SASS and relevant
documents provided by the supplier,
milestones are set in collaboration
between buyer and supplier.
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Member resources:
Supplier Action Plan,
Consultative Collaboration Tool (CCT)

The results of the audit are uploaded to
the SMS database

5b
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Supplier reaches milestones

If necessary, new milestones are set for
the supplier to be in full compliance.
Update Supplier Progress Steps
Tracking excel.
(Return to step 5a)

* Supplier assessed as low risk when:
1) SASS indicates that the supplier recognises its potential and actual impacts,
2) Supplier reports that it is in the process of implementing the SCoC

Supplier results are
uploaded
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Supplier agrees on
annual communication
Closing letter is sent to supplier. To
maintain preferred supplier status,
supplier provides annual
communication on progress to IMPA
and IMPA ACT though annual CSR
report or IMPA ACT template,
submitted on the SMS website.

Engagement process between buyer
and supplier is completed, and the
future engagement process is taken
over by IMPA ACT via the SMS website.
Member resources:
Sample Closing Letter
(completed IMPA ACT engagement)

Need additional help getting started?
Visit http://impa-act.org/consulting/or
contact info@impa-act.org to request
further information about in-house
consulting options.

Supplier becomes an
IMPA ACT Preferred Supplier

The supplier receives a “Preferred
Supplier” logo and certificate from IMPA

Supplier assessed as high risk when:
1) SASS was not completed sufficiently,
2) SASS identified serious risks,
3) Supplier reports no risk and full compliance with the SCoC

